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Abstract 
ISO 9241-306:2018 shows colorimetric methods for output 

optimization of displays and projectors at work places. The 
optimization by equal spacing of colour series, visibility and 
readability is intended. There are input linearization methods for 
scanners and photography and output linearization methods for 
displays, printers, and offset print. By a start output of a "digital" 
ISO-test chart with 729 colours (9x9x9 rgb* values) for example 
the loop "ISO-standard file -> ISO-print -> ISO-scan -> ISO-
file" is closed and the rgb* colour data of the original ISO-file 
are approximately reproduced at the end of the loop. For any 
hue there is a linear relation in both directions between the rgb* 
and the CIELAB LCh* data. The closed loop and the linear 
relations are important properties for archiving. 

Motivation and Problem  
In applications there are many different colour devices for 

output (displays, projectors, printers, offset machines) and input 
(scanners, cameras). All devices can produce any hue. However, 
the colour gamut is different. The user wish of a common colour 
appearance are often solved, if the colour differences of equally 
spaced samples remain visually equally spaced on any device. 

    The colours on displays change by a high degree by the 
reflection of the ambient light on the display. For example in a 
room with much daylight for projector displays the luminance 
contrast between White W and Black N may be only 2:1 instead 
of the standard case 36:1. After linearization in the two cases the 
15 colour differences of the 16 step gray scale have colour 
differences DL*=1,7 and 5,2. The threshold is near DL*=1 
according to CIE 230, and all steps can be distinguished.  
Effective input and output linearization methods [2] are now 
available and are based on the measurement of 729 (=9x9x9) 
colours on any device. The standard [1] allows to download one 
achromatic and 5 chromatic test charts for free from the ISO 
server. The “digital” and “analog” test charts AE49 are intended 
for measurement of the rgb* and CIELAB data. 

Approach 
If we start with the ISO file (see the URL in Fig. 1), output 

linearization produces a hardcopy, for example in offset print. 
The relative CIELAB differences are equal for the 9 step colour 
series between W and N, W and C (full colour), and N and C. A 
visual evaluation and/or a colorimetric specification can confirm 
this for the ISO file. Therefore there i a linear relation between 
the CIELAB LCh* values and the rgb values which are called 
metric rgb* data. A star indicates the equal relative spacing 
similar as in CIELAB. For the range 0 < rgb* < 1 there is a linear 
relation to CIELAB L* in the range between L*N and L*W of 
Black and White. 

 

 
Figure 1. Loop for corresponding colour appearance based on equal 
relative colour differences in CIELAB 

If a photographic camera takes a 16 step equally spaced 
gray scale between L*=20 and L*=95 with a lightness difference  
of DL*=5, then the device (d) rgbd data depend on the exposure. 
An under exposure of 1,5 stops produce the raw and linearized 
image shown in Fig. 2 and 3, respectively. 

The grid in Fig. 2 shows the position for rgbd 
“measurement” of the display output. There are tools for this of 
the computer operating systems. In Fig. 2 for the series Black N 
to White W the rgbd data are in the range 0 to 1, and usually 
monotonic functions with smaller steps near Black N compared 
to the rgb* values in the same range. The 16 device rgbd data are 
transferred to these rgb* data. Fig 3 shows the result of this 
output linearization. 

For slide film the visual result is very similar for all 
exposures between -1,5 stops and +1,5 stops. For negative film 
the visual result is similar for a larger range between -2 stops and 
+4 stops. Some results for both cases will be shown at the poster 
presentation. 
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ISO colour file and loop: file −> print −> scan −> file
use ISO file with 729 (=9x9x9) colours, and with 16 step grey scales:
http://standards.iso.org/iso/9241/306/ed−2/AE49/AE49F0PX_CY8_1.PDF
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Figure 2. Flower image taken with slide film (sf) and 1,5 stop under 
exposure. 

 
Figure 3. Linearized image of slide film (sf) and 1,5 stop under exposure 

Result and Conclusions 
Figure 4 shows cmy0* values for the print output with the 

colours cyan c*, magenta m*, yellow y* and black n*. By the 1-
minus-relation r*=1-c*, g*=1-m*, and b*=1-y* the four values 
in Fig. 4 can be replaced by three values rgb*. The OLM16 
method [2] calculates the device values cmynd for the equally 
spaced CIELAB output. For the production of the Relative 
Elementary Colour System RECS [3] the colour measurement of 
the test chart AE49 was done at the offset machine. The 
linearized production started soon after the exposure of the four 
separation plates. For the mean gray Z instead of cmy0d = (0,5 
0,5 0,5 0,0) the values 0mynd = (0,0 0,01 0,03, 0,57) produce the 
gray lightness L*Z =56 (mean between L*N =18 and L*W =95) by 
100% Under Colour Removal (UCR).  

Therefore the gray and all colours nearby are approximately 
printed by only the achromatic colour with a high achromatic 
stability. This and the high offset gamut are important properties 
for the input linearization of scanners and cameras. 

Output and input linearization within the loop of Fig. 1 
produces approximately back the original rgb* data of the ISO 
file. In application for any device an index based table can 
transfer the rgb* data of 16,7 (256x256x256) million colours to 
the rgbd data for a display output or the cmynd data for a print 
output, and all data within the range 0 to 1. The transfer with a 

raster image processor (RIP) seems available for (fast video) 
display or print(er) output. 

According to [5] the rgb* encoding within the 8bit range 
64 < rgb* < 191 is visually sufficient, because the L* threshold 
is near 1 and the L* range is less than 77. This allows to specify 
colours outside the standard offset triangles by the use of the 
linear relation between rgb* and LCh* data. Then a wide gamut 
colour area is within the standard range 0 < rgb* < 255. 
 

 
Figure 4. Colour values cmy0* of 5 step colour series for a green hue. 
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Input and output:  Colorimetric Offset Reflective System ORS19_96a
 for the relative CIELAB hue h*
= hab/360 = 162/360 = 0.451
Colorimetric data cmy0* 
according to 1-minus-relation:
c* = 1−r*, m* = 1−g*
y* = 1−b*

triangle lightness t*
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ORS19_96a; CIELAB data
u*d L* a* b* C*ab h*ab
Rd,M 
Yd,M 
Gd,M 
Cd,M 
Bd,M 
Md,M 
Nd,M 
Wd,M 
Re,CIE 
Ye,CIE 
Ge,CIE 
Be,CIE 

48.75 65.16 40.76 76.86 32
90.92 −10.78 89.36 90.01 97
52.69 −65.4 22.15 69.05 161
59.61 −29.04 −44.69 53.3 237
28.39 24.0 −43.18 49.4 299
49.58 74.01 −8.22 74.47 354
18.89 0.5 0.77 0.92 57
96.9 −0.57 2.23 2.3 104
39.92 58.74 27.99 65.07 25
81.26 −2.89 71.56 71.62 92
52.23 −42.42 13.6 44.55 162
30.57 1.41 −46.47 46.49 272

a*a

b*a
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